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Periprosthetic Infection in the Setting of
Periprosthetic Total Hip Fractures: Evaluation
and Management

ABSTRACT

The incidences of periprosthetic fracture and periprosthetic joint

infection after total hip arthroplasty are expected to increase

exponentially over the coming decades. Epidemiologic data suggest

that many periprosthetic fractures after THA occur concurrently with a

loose femoral implant. Recent studies suggest an approximately 8%

incidence of indolent infection in cases of suspected aseptic loosening.

The available data, therefore, suggest that periprosthetic fracture and

infection may coexist, and this possibility should be considered,

particularly in patients with a loose femoral stem and high pretest

possibility. Although currently limited, the available literature provides

some guidance as how to manage this complex issue.

The incidence of total hip arthroplasties performed in North America is
estimated to increase exponentially in the coming decades, with epi-
demiologic data suggesting an annual demand of 635,000 primary

total hip arthroplasties in the United States by 2030.1 The incidence of peri-
prosthetic fracture will also likely increase proportionately with the number
of total hip arthroplasties performed.2,3 This increased rate of fracture can be
largely explained by the diminished bone quality more commonly seen in an
aging patient demographic, increased rates of falls associated with a rising
comorbidity burden (eg, dementia, obesity, and deconditioning), and a
concurrent increase in the rate of revision total hip arthroplasties per-
formed.2-4 A challenging scenario encountered by orthopaedic surgeons
involves the management of a periprosthetic fracture with a concurrently
loose femoral implant. This may in fact represent two distinct clinical sce-
narios: (1) patients with Vancouver B2/3 traumatic injuries in which the
fracture pattern results in femoral implant loosening or (2) a progressively
loose femoral implant (due to osteolytic wear or infection) in a patient who
subsequently sustains a fracture (with or without significant trauma). A study
by Lindahl et al5 to this latter point identified preexisting loosening of the
femoral implant in 70% of patients with periprosthetic femoral fractures
after total hip arthroplasty (THA). It should be noted that 47% of these
patients had unknown loosening before periprosthetic fracture (qualified
based on retrospective radiologic interpretation), and as such broad
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conclusions about incidence of clinical loosening should
be interpreted with caution.

In a study by Parvizi et al,6 it was further suggested
that in cases of revision total hip arthroplasty due to
presumed aseptic loosening, the incidence of concurrent
periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) may be as high as 8%
if adequately investigated. The authors recommend to
routinely rule out infection through preoperative sero-
logic markers, with the addition of synovial fluid
analysis (based on abnormal serologic results or high
pretest probability) have been made in all cases of
revision total hip arthroplasty for suspected aseptic
loosening.6 Of note, an important limitation of this
study was that the diagnosis of periprosthetic infection
was made before Musculoskeletal Infection Society
(MSIS) adopted criteria, a refinement that may have
affected the diagnostic accuracy of infection based on
current standards. This study cohort was also limited to
those patients undergoing revision due to radiologic
and/or clinical evidence of loosening in the absence of
acute trauma.

At least two studies have evaluated inflammatory
marker kinetics after hip fracture and suggest that ele-
vation may be significant secondary to trauma itself,
thereby limiting their value in the preoperative evalua-
tion of postsurgical complication such as infection.7,8

These findings therefore suggest that conflation could
exist when interpreting inflammatory markers in the
context of periprosthetic fracture and thus requires
refinement for this specific patient population.

Classification
Periprosthetic Fracture
TheVancouver classification is by far themost commonly
cited, likely due to its strength both as a classification tool
and its ability to guide appropriate management9

(Table 1). Vancouver A fractures refer to peritrochan-
teric fractures in which the femoral implant is considered
well fixed and typically can be treated nonsurgically.
Vancouver B1 fractures denote a stable implant that can
typically be treated with internal fixation without revi-
sion. Vancouver B2 refers to a fracture with a concur-
rently loose stem, and B3 refers to a fracture with a loose
stem and diminished bone stock that may compromise
reconstruction. Both B2 and B3 fractures typically
require femoral revision with supplemental internal
fixation. Vancouver C fractures are those distal to tip of
the stem with a stable implant and may be treated with
isolated open reduction and internal fixation.

Several studies have evaluated the diagnostic validity
of the Vancouver classification, with values approxi-
mating 80% for type B fractures.10,11 These studies
furthermore suggest that up to 20% of fractures
radiographically identified as stable were found to be
loose intraoperatively (on mechanical testing of the
stem), and therefore a high level of suspicion should
exist before classifying and treating femoral implants as
well fixed.

Periprosthetic Joint Infection
The benchmark for the diagnosis of PJI was recently es-
tablished by the International ConsensusMeeting (ICM)
in 2018, offering both high sensitivity (97.7%) and
specificity (99.5%).12 The criteria are evidence based
and rely on a combination of clinical findings, serologic
markers, synovial fluid analysis, results of frozen sec-
tion, and isolation of organisms from preoperative or
intraoperative cultures (Table 2).

Epidemiology
The epidemiology of periprosthetic fracture and PJI ex-
isting independently after total hip arthroplasty has been
reported in several large series and joint registries,
although the concurrent incidence of fracture and infec-
tion remains poorly elucidated. Data analyzed from the
National Inpatient Sample database in 2014 demon-
strated that 17.6% of revision total hip arthroplasties in
the United States were performed for periprosthetic
fractures, representing a 74.7% increase from 2006.13

Abdel et al15 reported results from theMayo Clinic Joint
Replacement Database from 1969 to 2011, with a
postoperative periprosthetic fracture rate of 3.5% from
32, 644 primary total hip arthroplasties,14 and a rate of
11% from 5,417 revision total hip arthroplasties

Several large population studies have reported on the
overall infection burden in the United States after elective
primary total hip arthroplasty. Kurtz et al16 examined
the overall rate of infection over 15 years using the
Nationwide Inpatient Sample database, demonstrating a
rate of periprosthetic infection of 0.88% in total hip
arthroplasty.16 Ong et al17 examined the Medicare
database with a cumulative patient population of
39,929 primary total hip arthroplasties between 1997
and 2006.17 The overall infection rate was determined
to be 2.22%, with 73.3% of infections occurring within
the first 2 years.

No large registry studies that we are aware of have
specifically attempted to identify and quantify the
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concurrent rate of periprosthetic infection and peri-
prosthetic fracture. The current literature is limited pre-
dominantly to institutional database studies, which by
nature of their design may have intrinsic flaws that pro-
hibit the ability to accurately report incidence. Further
epidemiologic evaluation of existing large databases or
preferably prospective multicentered efforts are likely
necessary to provide accurate data.

Evaluation
The largest study evaluating the concurrent existence of
periprosthetic fracture and infection was conducted by
Chevillotte et al,18 examining the Mayo Clinic institu-
tional clinical patient database and total Mayo Clinic
Joint Replacement Database. Two-hundred four patients
were identified who underwent surgical management for
fracture after total hip arthroplasty between 2000 and

Table 2. The ICM (International Consensus Meeting) 2018 Definition of Periprosthetic Hip and Knee Infection

Major Criteria (At Least One of the Following) Decision

Two positive growth of the same organism using standard culture
growth methods

Infected
Sinus tract with evidence of communication to the joint or
visualization of the prosthesis

Minor Criteria

Threshold

Score DecisionAcutea Chronic

Serum CRP (mg/L) or
D-dimer (mg/L)

100
Unknown

10
860

2

Combined preoperative and
postoperative score
$ 6 infected
3–5 inconclusivea

,3 not infected

Elevated serum ESR (mm/hr) No role 30 1

Elevated synovial white blood cell (mg/L) or
Leukocyte esterase or
Positive alpha-defensin (cutoff/signal)

10,000
11
1.0

3,000
11
1.0

3

Elevated synovial polymorphonucleocyte (%) 90 70 2

Single positive culture 2

Positive histology 3

Positive intraoperative purulenceb 3

a These criteria were never validated for an acute infection. bNo role in suspected adverse tissue reaction. *Consider further diagnostic testing
such as Next-Generation Sequencing.

Table 1. Vancouver Classification of Postoperative Periprosthetic Fractures of the Femur After Total Hip
Arthroplasty

Type of Fracture Description

Type A

AG Fracture involving the greater trochanter

AL Fracture involving the lesser trochanter

Type B

B1 Fractures at or around the distal aspect of the femoral implant with a well-fixed implant

B2 Fracture at around the distal aspect of the femoral associated with femoral loosening. Good
residual bone stock of femoral reconstruction

B3 Fracture at around the distal aspect of the femoral associated with femoral loosening. Poor residual
bone stock of femoral reconstruction

Type C Fracture distal to the femoral implant without femoral loosening

Adopted from Duncan CP, Masri BA. Fractures of the femur after hip replacement. Instr Course Lect. 1995;44:293-304. Adaptations are
themselves works protected by copyright. So in order to publish this adaptation, authorization must be obtained both from the owner of the
copyright in the original work and from the owner of copyright in the translation or adaptation.
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2006. Based on the Vancouver classification, there were
12 types AG, 1 type AL, 6 types B1, 105 types B2, 35
types B3, and 1 type C fracture. True infection (as
determined by either two or more intraoperative tissue
or the intraoperative fluid aspiration positive for growth
on bacterial culture) was identified in 21 of 204 frac-
tures, accounting for 11.6%. Aspiration was only per-
formed in 41 patients based on surgeon discretion, and
as such, the value of synovial fluid analysis was not
investigated. They demonstrated elevation of C-reactive
protein (CRP) (,10 mg/mL) in 83.3% of infected pa-
tients, as opposed to 43.5% in noninfected patients, an
elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) (.30/hr)
in 50% of infected patients as opposed to 33.3% in
noninfected patients, and a peripheral WBC count ele-
vated (.10.5 · 109 C/L) in 23.8% of infected patients as
opposed to 16.2% of noninfected patients. Based on
these values, no specific metric (or combination of
metrics) was determined sufficiently accurate to be
considered a useful diagnostic test. As in studies by
Lindahl5 (70% implant loose), Belthea19 (52% loose
implant), and Beals20 (57% implant loose), the pre-
dominance of periprosthetic fractures was classified as
having a loose femoral implant at the time of revision
(Vancouver B2 or B3). Importantly, no study was able
to conclude that implants were definitely loose before
the trauma, or if loosening occurred as a consequence of
the injury, and as such, definite conclusions regarding
epidemiology may be difficult to make.

Shah et al21 identified 121 patients with peri-
prosthetic fracture using their institutional database.
Using the Musculoskeletal Infection Society (MSIS)
classification of PJI, 14 (11.6%) patients were found to
have concomitant infection.22 Given that cultures could
potentially delay fracture treatment, they focused on
serum ESR/CRP and synovial fluid white blood cell
(WBC)/polymorphonucleocyte (PMN)%. Overall, they
found that synovial WBC count (sensitivity 100% and
65% specificity) and differential (sensitivity 100% and
specificity 63%) were the best diagnostic tests (area
under the curve of 0.84) with optimal cutoffs of 2707
WBC/mL and 77% PMNs. These values are similar to
current validated cutoffs in the ICM 2018 criteria for
evaluation of chronic infection.12 Although less accurate
than synovial tests, serum ESR and CRP remained rel-
atively sensitive at standard cutoffs of 30 mm/hr and
10 mg/L, respectively.

A recent study by van de Kieboom et al23 evaluated
144 periprosthetic fractures (101 hips and 43 knee),
among whom 41 (34 hip, 7 knees) were diagnosed with a
concurrent periprosthetic infection based on the MSIS

criteria. Similar to the finding by Shah et al,21 they found
that ESR and CRP had reasonable sensitivity (87% and
95%, respectively) but poor specificity. They also found
that synovial WBC count (sensitivity 86% and specificity
85%) was the most accurate diagnostic test (area under
the curve of 0.9) with an optimal cutoff of 4552 WBC/
mL. Although they suggested an optimal cutoff of 79.5%
for PMN differential (sensitivity 73.7% and specificity
63.2%), the diagnostic accuracy of this test (area under
the curve [AUC] 0.70) was poorer than that shown by
Shah et al.

In the aforementioned studies by Chevillotte et al,18

Shah et al,21 and van de Kieboom et al,23 no treatment
protocols for patients with concurrent infection were
explicitly described, nor were long-term follow-up or
outcomes reported. Although these were primarily
diagnostic studies, an improved understanding of
complications and outcomes in future studies would
provide better guidance with respect to treatment. It
may in fact be difficult to apply the same diagnostic
MSIS criteria to this specific population until an analysis
on clinical outcomes is performed. The incidence of
concurrent periprosthetic infection identified with per-
iprosthetic fracture (11.6% in both studies by Shah et al
and Chevillotte et al; 28% in the study by van de Kie-
boom et al) seems to be higher than that of revision total
hip arthroplasty for aseptic causes (1.35% to
8.3%).22,24 To our knowledge, no published guidelines
currently exist to suggest appropriate management of
these patients.

Given a potentially higher rate of concomitant infec-
tion, we recommend that an evaluation for PJI should be
routinely done for periprosthetic fracture in which there
is a high pretest probability of infection or there is high
suspicion of a chronically loose implant before femoral
fracture (Vancouver B2 or B3). Evaluation should follow
the 2018 ICM criteria, including preoperative serologic
testing and joint aspiration. In cases in which the chro-
nicity of loosening cannot be determined, we recommend
serologic testing routinely due to reliability of a negative
predictive value. Synovial fluid analysis may be per-
formed based on pretest probability of infection. In most
hospital systems, urgent synovial fluid analysis may yield
preliminary analysis within 1 hour but often requires
coordination on the part of surgeon and microbiology
laboratory. If this cannot be expediently organized, we
do not recommend a delay in surgery but suggest ob-
taining intraoperative fluid for definitive analysis and
microbiology testing and continuing antibiotics until
results are reported. Based on the previously noted
studied by Shah and van de Kieboom, synovialWBC and
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PMN% may have the highest diagnostic accuracy
toward the identification of PJI in the setting of peri-
prosthetic fracture, although given limited data the
optimal cutoffs remain poorly defined.

If pretest probability of infection is low, we do not
recommend delaying surgery for synovial fluid analysis
but recommend ESR and CRP as a screening test and
routine intraoperative fluid and tissue culture evaluation.
If fluid or tissue cultures return a positive culture(s),
consultationwith infection disease servicesmay bemade.
Although evidence is very limited, short-term or chronic
antibiotic suppression may be considered given the
morbidity involved in treating a recurrent or persistent
clinical infection.25,26

In cases in which the implant is not loose and the
predicted fracture management is open reduction and
internal fixation only (Vancouver A, B1, or C), patients
should be stratified based on clinical suspicion (low or
high). Although risk factors for this specific patient
population have not been evaluated, extrapolations can
be reasonably made based on the PJI literature. Patients
in whom a high clinical suspicion exists may include (but
is not limited to) any patient with one or more of the
following risk factors: (1) a history of perioperative sur-
gical site infection involving the primary hip surgery, (2)
physical findings of incisional drainage after the primary
hip surgery, (3) history of metachronous joint infection,
and (4) radiologic evidence of early osteolysis or loos-
ening (,5 years). Patients with severe persistent or
progressive pain (ie, limiting weight bearing) about their
hip before periprosthetic fracture may be triaged for risk
based on further host factors, including body mass
index .40 kg/m2, active smoking, cirrhosis or hepatitis
C, HIV or other immunosuppressive diseases, and
uncontrolled (HBA1C . 8) diabetes.27 If clinical sus-
picion for infection is low, no additional workup for
infection is necessary. If clinical suspicion for infection is
high, screening can begin with serologic CRP and ESR.
Both Chevillotte et al18 and Shah et al21 noted negative
predictive values for CRP and ESR of greater than 89%
each (despite poor overall accuracy). Given these results,
if both CRP and ESR are negative, infection is unlikely.
If one or two of the screening serologic markers are
positive, we recommend that aspiration should be per-
formed preoperatively to determine synovial fluid WBC
and PMN% before management. It should be noted
that a bloody aspiration may be common depending on
the location of fracture. Using an adjusted correction
formulas as proposed by Ghanem et al28 may be of value
in this circumstance {WBCadjusted = WBCobserved 2
([WBCblood 2 RBCfluid/RBCblood])predicted}.

Munoz-Mahamud et al29 evaluated the reliability of
frozen sections in the context of Vancouver B2 peri-
prosthetic infection. They demonstrated that 6 of the 11
patients had greater than five neutrophils per high
powered field, despite only two of those six patients
having positive intraoperative cultures. This resulted
in a false-positive rate of 66.6%, suggesting that neu-
trophil proliferation due to trauma may imitate the
inflammation seen in infection. Given the small sample
size of this study, however, the utility of frozen sections
in the context of periprosthetic fracture likely remains
uncertain.

D-dimer elevation has not been evaluated in the con-
text of concurrent periprosthetic fracture and infection,
and such warrants further investigation as to its utility
as a screening tool. As a nonspecific inflammatory
marker, false-positive elevation would likely be high in
the context of trauma. Similarly, alpha-defensin and
leukocyte esterase have not been evaluated in the context
of periprosthetic fracture, and as such, further studies are
recommended to determine clinical utility.

Based on the limited studies that have evaluated these
metrics (ESR, CRP, synovial fluid analysis, and frozen
sections), it seems that their accuracy in comparison to
the primary diagnosis of periprosthetic infection in the
absence of fracture is diminished. Given that studies
evaluating the native inflammatory response in the con-
text of primary hip trauma demonstrate baseline
elevation, a reasonable postulation can be made that a
higher percentage of false-positive infections may be
diagnosed if standard diagnostic criteria are rigidly
applied. Given the limited current evidence evaluating
traditional metrics for PJI in the setting of periprosthetic
fracture, continued caution should be considered in their
interpretation until more robust evidence exists.

Treatment
Patients in whom preoperative/intraoperative testing
confirms infection may be treated with an antibiotic
impregnated spacer, with removal of implants and con-
current surgical fixation of the fracture as necessary. The
use of custom mobile articulating spacers has been
advocated by several authors in the past given the theo-
retical advantages they offer, including easier mobiliza-
tion through restoration of leg length, soft-tissue tension,
and hipmotion.30,31 A recent multicentered randomized
controlled trial by Nahhas et al32 provided evidenced-
based support for their use over static spacers, revealing
that the use of articulating spacers was associated with
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shorter hospital stays at both the first and second stage
or reconstruction (of note, this study did not evaluate
patients who had concurrent periprosthetic fracture,
only isolated chronic periprosthetic injection). Their
data also favor a decreased rate of recurrent infection
(25% in the static group versus 15% in the articulating
group) and dislocation (10% in the static group and 5%
in the articulating group), although neither finding was
statistically significant. This latter finding in particular
should be weighed against several studies that have
suggested that articulating hip spacers may have a
higher rate of dislocation in comparison to static
spacers, and caution is advised particularly in cases of
severe abductor insufficient or acetabular defi-
ciency.33,34 Although the use of implants in the context
of persistent infection is undesirable, fracture union is
unlikely without sufficient stabilization. The use of a
long-stemmed articulating femoral spacer, bypassing the
fracture site by at least two cortical diameters, may
allow adequate mechanical support with the addition of
cerclage cable fixation (thereby mitigating the need for
plate fixation). Plate fixation, however, may remain
necessary depending on the fracture pattern, presence of
comminution, and achieved mechanical stability. In the
context of a well-fixed stem with a low virulence or
antibiotic susceptible organism, fracture fixation and
implant retention could be considered. The morbidity of
explantation (i.e., need for femoral osteotomy for
removal) should be weighed again the possibility of
persistent infection and/or fracture nonunion.

Static (nonarticulating) spacers may be considered a
safer option to an articulating spacer in circumstances
where the probability of post‐operative instability is
considered excessive, or in cases where residual bone
stock is inadequate to support an antibiotic coated
implant. Of note, although static spacers are effectively
Girdlestone hips without a functional articulation, dis-
location of the cement spacer from the acetabular cavity
or femoral canal into the surrounding tissues may still
occur.

For patients who present with periprosthetic fracture,
and in whom conflicting or equivocal data from an
investigation of periprosthetic infection result, determi-
nation of treatment may be based on clinical suspicion
and weighed against morbidity involved with staged
treatment. Recommendations remain to obtain multiple
tissue cultures at the time of surgery. Should one or
multiple tissue cultures return positive for bacterial
growth, consultation with infection diseases specialists
may be considered to determine the role for prolonged
antibiotic treatment. As previously noted, evidence

regarding specific protocols (eg, duration and route) is
limited.25,26

For patients with a periprosthetic fracture of an non-
cemented prosthesis within 3 months of their index sur-
gery, and for whom a low clinical suspicion for infection
exists, the most likely cause of femoral loosening if
identified is probable insufficient time to allow for os-
teointegration. Despite this, we recommend that
inflammatorymarkers be obtained and considered in the
context of the ICM criteria for early postoperative
infection (CRP .100 mg/L or 10 mL/dL).35 If a high
clinical suspicion for infection exists, consideration for
preoperative or intraoperative synovial fluid analysis
may be made and also interpreted as per the ICM cri-
teria for early postoperative infection (WBC .10 K,
PMN% .90%).35 No literature we are aware of,
however, has specifically addressed this scenario to
provide normative values, and as such, results should be
interpreted with caution. Multiple intraoperative tissue
cultures should also still be obtained at the time of
revision.

The final scenario potentially encountered would be
an acute hematogenous infection or early postoperative
infection (,3 months of index surgery)36 with concur-
rent periprosthetic fracture, in which the stem appears to
be well fixed (Vancouver A, B1, or C). In this situation,
surgical fixation of the fracture if indicated (Vancouver
A fractures rarely require surgical fixation; B1 and C
fractures typically do), with irrigation and débridement,
implant retention, and exchange of modular implants
and antibiotics (DAIR) may be a reasonable approach.
As in most DAIR scenarios, however, onset of symptom
to surgical management, bacterial virulence, and host
factures all influence probability of success. Patients
with onset of infectious symptoms beyond 3 weeks
treated with DAIR have rarely been shown in the lit-
erature to have successful long-term outcomes, pre-
sumably due to biofilm formation.36,37 Suboptimal
factors in any category may theoretically result in suc-
cessful fracture healing, but also in recurrent or per-
sistent joint infection, potentially necessitating further
surgical management.

Evaluation and management of periprosthetic femur
fractures after cemented total hip arthroplasty should
follow similar principles, although the radiologic evalu-
ation of loosening differs. Although for both cemented
and noncemented femoral implants the only definitive
evidence of loosening is subsidence or change in position
of the implant, attention to radiolucencies at the bone-
cement and implant-cement interfaces and the integrity
of the cement mantle should be observed (ideally in
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comparison with prefracture images).38 Cemented stem
fixation is also more sensitively influenced by stem
design after periprosthetic fracture (ie, taper-slip stems
versus composite beam stem). Maggs et al39 have sug-
gested that cement-in-cement revision technique may be
an acceptable option for tapered polished stem in which
the stem loosens after periprosthetic fracture, but the
cement mantle remains well fixed to bone.

Summary
Both periprosthetic fracture and periprosthetic infection
are looming issues on the horizon of total joint arthro-
plasty. If epidemiologic trends continue as predicted, the
incidence of periprosthetic infection and fracture, both
independently and concurrently, will likely increase
dramatically in the coming decades. Although large-scale
studies are scarce, the best current evidence suggests an
increased risk of recurrent infection after revision total
hip arthroplasty for periprosthetic fracture, greater in
comparison to revision hip arthroplasty for other in-
dications. Data currently are sparse to confidently direct
management, although the existing literature does pro-
vide some guidance. We recommend that further multi-
centered studies be performed to better refine
appropriate parameters to deal with this complex issue.
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